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ABSTRACT

Background
In many countries, medical authorities are responsible for involuntary admissions of mentally ill patients. Nonetheless, very little is known about GPs’ experiences with involuntary admission.

Aim
The aim of the present study was to explore GP’s experiences from participating in involuntary admissions.

Setting
General practice, Aarhus, Denmark.

Method
One focus group interview and six individual interviews were conducted with 13 Danish GPs, who had recently sectioned one of their own patients.

Results
GPs experienced stress and found the admission procedure time consuming. They felt that sectioning patients was unpleasant, and felt nervous, but experienced relief and professional satisfaction if things went well. The GPs experienced the doctor–patient relationship to be at risk, but also reported that it could be improved. GPs felt that they were not taken seriously by the psychiatric system.

Conclusion
The unpleasant experiences and induced feelings resulting from involuntary admissions reflect an undesirable and stressful working environment.
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INTRODUCTION
Legislation governing involuntary psychiatric admission (sectioning) differs between European countries. In Denmark, physicians have the authority to decide whether to section an individual. The police participate to provide practical assistance and ensure that the law is correctly enforced. No other professionals are required. After arrival at the psychiatric institution, the consultant psychiatrist must evaluate whether the indications for sectioning the patient are fulfilled, before the patient is taken to the department. The main regulations according to the Danish Mental Health Act are summarised in Box 1.

Very little evidence exists on the GPs’ participation in involuntary admissions, although it has implications for serious issues, such as the use of coercion in society, legal and human rights, treatment of the most severely mentally ill patients, patient–doctor relationships, and the working environment for the GPs themselves. The aim of the present study was to explore GP’s experiences from participating in involuntary admissions.

METHOD
All GPs who had sectioned one of their registered patients to the psychiatric hospital in Aarhus, Denmark, between 1 May and 31 August 2006 were included. A focus group interview with seven GPs and six individual interviews were carried, with one interviewer and one observer.

The transcribed interviews were labelled and systematised into categories that appeared when reading through the text. The text in each category was subsequently condensed and the entire material interpreted according to qualitative descriptive analysis. The analysis was performed by the interviewer and the observer.

RESULTS
Forty-one certificates were collected. Thirty-three of the involuntary admissions were performed by GPs. Of these, 14 were GPs admitting one of their ‘own’ patients, 13 of whom agreed to participate.

Experiences relating to the admission procedure
The GPs found the involuntary admission stressful...
because of the uncertainty about what was going to happen. They also found the procedure time consuming, including waiting for the police to arrive, the effort of finding and helping the patient, and dialogues with the patient, the relatives, and the staff at the psychiatric hospital.

The GPs found these consultations very different from normal consultations because they were initiated by the doctor, and because the patients were often so upset that it was difficult for them to carry out a conversation.

Experiences relating to the patient and the GP themselves
The GPs felt it was unpleasant because it touched them deeply to see the patients constrained. They were also nervous to varying degrees because of the stressful situation, and potentially aggressive patients; they had received verbal assaults and threats, but were more seldom exposed to physical violence:

‘She threatened me that one day she would stab me with a knife ... It affected me a lot. I guess I have realised, she won’t do it, but suddenly things can happen ...’

‘I feel like I am skating on thin ice, because I don’t do involuntary admissions that often.’

The GPs felt professional satisfaction when administering the necessary help to the patient and were relieved if things went well:

‘Maybe it is weird, but when the patient is picked up by the police and taken away, I feel happy. Maybe it is a bit strange, but I get some kind of feeling that I have handled the situation correctly.’

Some GPs were frustrated because they had repeatedly admitted a patient who never seemed to benefit from the admissions. They felt despondent during these admissions, and that the sectioning was even more restrictive for the patient:

‘I get disillusioned ... you keep admitting them involuntarily again and again. They get treated and feel better. Then they get discharged and stop taking their medicine, and get worse. Somehow I think it is humiliating to keep on admitting them involuntarily.’

The experiences from involuntary admissions were not easily forgotten, and the GPs found it important to share them with others.

How this fits in
This is the first study to report GPs’ experiences of participation in involuntary admissions. The study showed that GPs experienced involuntary admissions as unpleasant, stressful, and time consuming; they felt that the psychiatric system did not take them seriously; but they felt professional satisfaction when administering the patient the help that was needed and handling the situation correctly.

Experiences relating to the doctor–patient relationship
The GPs believed that the sectioning could have a negative effect on the doctor–patient relationship. In some cases, the patient would later request another GP in the healthcare centre, or change GP altogether. Some GPs believed that, because they had helped the patient in a difficult situation, their relationship would grow stronger:

‘The patient is still a patient in our practice, but he prefers to see the other doctors, and I understand why ...’

‘I got to know the patient better, because I have seen her in such an extreme situation.’

Some GPs stated that, on a professional level, it was easier to section their own patients because they were familiar with the patients’ history and habitual mental state. The potential risk of harming the doctor–patient relationship made it more complicated to admit their own patients, although it did not prevent any GPs from doing so:

‘I think twice when it is my own patient: “Is it wise?” ... I would be sorry, if the patient registers with another GP because of this.’

Box 1. Main regulations of the Danish Mental Health Act in relation to involuntary admissions

- If a person, likely to be insane, does not seek necessary care, a physician must be alerted. Based on an examination of the patient and the available information, the physician evaluates whether admission to a psychiatric institution is required. If so, and the patient opposes admission, the physician determines whether involuntary admission is required.
- The physician must certify, in writing, that the criteria are fulfilled.
- The police ensure that the law is correctly enforced, and transport the patient to the psychiatric institution.
- After arrival at the psychiatric institution, the consultant psychiatrist must confirm that the criteria for involuntary admission are fulfilled, before sectioning can take place.
Experiences relating to the psychiatric healthcare system

Some GPs felt that the psychiatric system did not take them seriously. For instance, some GPs spent a lot of time on bureaucracy when they called the psychiatrist in charge at the psychiatric hospital to announce that the patient was coming, because they sensed the psychiatrists’ reluctance to receive the patients. Patients were often discharged within a few days without any changes in medication or treatment. The GPs felt that in doing so, the psychiatric system did not acknowledge how problematic it was getting the patient into the hospital. They felt that the psychiatric system did not take adequate responsibility for psychiatric treatment, due to financial difficulties:

‘It is totally unfair that we spend a quarter of a working day on bureaucracy. In my case I was redirected on the telephone four to five times without reaching a competent specialist.’

‘In my opinion, the psychiatric hospital is like a lot of other departments: they want to keep the patients away from their doorstep.’

‘I feel we are like rubbish bins for all of it, right?’

DISCUSSION

Summary of main findings

This is the first study to report GPs’ experiences of sectioning their own patients. The high participation rate indicated that the issue was important to the GPs. The unpleasant experiences and induced feelings reflect an undesirable and stressful working environment during involuntary admission.

Strengths and limitations of the study

An explorative qualitative approach was chosen because no previous evidence exists in the field. Both focus group interview and individual interviews were carried out because it was hypothesised that emotional and problematic experiences would be difficult for the GPs to expose in a group. However, this was not the case; on the contrary, the GPs in the focus group spoke very explicitly about their feelings and difficulties, as did the GPs during the individual interviews.

GPs’ experiences are likely to be the same in other countries, although differences in legislation and procedures may reduce the generalisability of this study’s findings.

Methodological issues appear when doctors interview doctors. As an insider, the interviewer can possibly gain rich insight by capitalising on a shared culture. On the other hand, a need to project a positive professional identity may influence the informants’ responses. However, the observer, who also took part in the analysis, is a nurse. Having an outsider involved in the interpretation of the data compensates the drawbacks of either approach.

Comparison with existing literature

Dealing with involuntary admissions is a rare activity, which to some extent has similarities with requests for euthanasia. Both activities are unpleasant challenges connected with feelings such as discomfort, frustration, and uncertainty.

Implications for clinical practice

Efforts to improve these working conditions and to facilitate the admission process — among others the collaboration with the psychiatric institution — should be prioritised, not only to improve conditions for the GP, but also to secure the proper treatment of patients.
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